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Tips from RBC insiders on how to survive work-from-home fatigue.

If I keep my schedule of getting
up at the same time, working out and
getting ‘dressed,’ regardless of where
my desk is, I operate better.”
—JACKIE LARSON
Branch Director, Minnetonka, MN

My kids are 11 and 13, so they’re
mostly independent when it comes
to school. My challenge arises when
the school day is over, but the
workday is not. I hung a whiteboard
in the kitchen where I write their
daily ‘to-do’ list of chores, errands
to run in our neighborhood,
requests to help out a neighbor, etc.
It clears my brain so I can focus on
work, and they know exactly what
they need to take care of before
another round of Roblox!”
—JORDAN BASTIEN
Financial Advisor, Philadelphia, PA

When listening to a conference
call, I sometimes join the Webex on
my tablet and take it with me to
the kitchen or laundry room. I bring
a notebook in case I need to take

notes, but also do dishes, prep
dinner, laundry, etc. I will also very
often take screenshots of the slides
that I find most interesting to save
for later. I find that if I listen to the
Webex while working, my mind
wanders to the work I’m multitasking with. But if I’m cutting potatoes
or folding clothes, I can fully listen
to the Webex while also multitasking, because those home tasks
don’t require any brainpower!”
—AUTUMN FARRINGTON
Financial Advisor, Denver, CO

Make sure to incorporate
walking into your day. If you have a
meeting where you listen more than
talk and don’t need to be on video,
put on the sneakers and get
moving! I find I pay attention better
to the speaker and feel much better
at the end of the day. Having a daily
step goal has also helped me look
for ways to incorporate movement
into the day.”
—ANN SENNE
Head of Advice and Solutions,
Minneapolis, MN

Speaking from
Experience

Millennials and Money

When Eden
Lopez’s father
began making
questionable
financial decisions
many years ago, what
she and her family didn’t know
at the time was that her father,
though physically in great
shape, was suffering from
cognitive decline.
Unfortunately, she and her
family didn’t realize his underlying condition until he had
caused nearly irreparable financial damage to her parents.
“In hindsight, I wish I had
been more educated on cognitive decline and all the signs
that were probably there with
my dad,” says Lopez, an RBC
Wealth Management-U.S.
financial advisor in Midtown
Manhattan.
Managing the near financial
disaster brought on by her
father’s condition, Lopez says,
revealed a need for financial
advisors to be better equipped
to help clients recognize warning signs of cognitive decline
and take steps today to protect
their wealth in the future.
“As a financial planning
community, we have a duty to
speak up if we suspect cognitive decline,” she says. “These
conversations might be uncomfortable, but early intervention
and planning is key with cognitive decline and can help prevent major financial disasters.”
// rbcwm.com/cognitive-decline
—Hannah Pederson
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How to help your next-gen clients embrace investing as they
start earning more and building wealth. BY CYNDY RANZAU

After her father suffered the
financial falls of dementia,
Eden Lopez was inspired to
educate clients.

You don’t hear much about Millennials being
enthusiastic investors. That’s because so far,
they’re not.
Considering their experience with the
markets, debt and the economy thus far, some
would say they have good reason to hold back.
This is a generation scarred by watching their
parents struggle through the 2007 recession,
the worst economic downturn since the Great
Depression. Now, they’re struggling themselves
amid the COVID-19 pandemic.
With the next generation of wealth in
mind, RBC commissioned a survey with The
Economist Intelligence Unit called New Wealth
Rising. The study found that while growing wealth is a top priority for 59 percent of
American Millennials, cost of living is a major
concern in creating, preserving and managing
wealth for 61 percent.
Despite these concerns, instead of avoiding
the stock market, Millennials should embrace
it. Here, some tips to help young investors
bolster their future funds:
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ONE YEAR IN:
A GIRLFRIENDS’ GUIDE TO WFH

TAKING STOCK
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CROWD SOURCED

FAMILY MATTERS

1
Start them early.

a larger sum later, thanks to
compound interest. As a
complement to a 401(k), a
Roth IRA—or opting for
the Roth 401(k) if available—is an early investment
winner because taxes on
contributions are paid now,
when they’re in a lower tax
bracket than later in life.

2
Divorce debt.
Despite their youth, Millennials are well-acquainted with
debt. Since 18 years is the
average length of a student
loan payoff, help them create a
plan to pay off loans that still
allows saving. Encourage them
to do a little bit of both—
maybe early on, they’re tilting
toward paying off the debt;
then, as their salary increases,
they can tilt it the other way.

3

Millennials are at a point in
their lives where they still have
time on their side. Investing
smaller amounts of money
over a longer period of time is
a better strategy than investing

Encourage regular
checkups.
As young wealth matures,
revisit the plan at least an-

nually to keep pace with
priorities. Young professionals have earned the ability
to live where they want and
join a high-end gym, but a
good financial map can enable
them to take that dream trip
to Europe next year. Because,
as we know, a good plan will
enable them to live their life,
not impede it.
rbcwealthmanagement.com/us/
en/global-wealth

Cyndy Ranzau is a wealth
strategist at RBC Wealth
Management–U.S. in Denver.

HOT TOPICS

RBC’s Women and Wealth Content Series Expands
As booming-business owners, passionate philanthropists and executives in maledominated industries, women are bringing their skills and fresh perspectives to a
changing economic landscape. Read inspiring stories about women who are leading
the movement. Content is updated monthly, so visit the landing page if you haven’t
recently! You’ll find wealth planning insights plus valuable tools and tips to share
with your female clients. // rbcwm.com/women-and-wealth
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Embracing Habits
That Help
BY JULIET FUNT

CHEERS

Notes of Spring
Sommelier extraordinaire Andrea Robinson
is inviting herself to your living room and
bringing a bottle of wine (or three!) for a
new virtual wine club.

Here’s how you can make
friends with this technique:

1 Select the target of your
OHIO time—your inbox or a
physical stack of scribbled
notes.

2 Put aside distractions, turn
off notifications and silence
your phone so you can give
the process your full attention.

physical or digital stack. Do
whatever you need to do to
process and dispose of the task
before you, no matter how long
it takes. Respond, calendar, delegate, forward or delete. If the
required action needs additional
research or discussion, schedule
the time and set up a reminder.
Then move to the next item.
Getting stalled issues off your
plate frees up mental “white
space” for better thinking, creativity, and problem-solving. Over
time, you’ll get stronger at the
practice, and eventually, you’ll just
run off the dock and dive right in.
Juliet Funt is founder and CEO
of WhiteSpace at Work and author of
the book A Minute to Think. RBC has
contracted with WhiteSpace at Work
to offer its Virtual Presentation Skills
course, taught by Funt, at a 20 percent
discount. For more information, contact
info@whitespaceatwork.com.

While the pandemic has put a pin in intercontinental adventures, an
escape to the Italian countryside is within reach. After a successful run with the virtual Women of RBC Wine Academy early in the
pandemic, Master Sommelier Andrea Robinson returns to the small
screen and brings virtual vino tastings with her. Grab a glass and pop
open a glimpse of wine country from the sofa with RBC Uncorked.
The wine club, created exclusively for RBC advisors and clients,
features virtual happy hours and seasonal pairings. Club members
also snag a quarterly newsletter noting trends and top-rated wines,
plus profiles on various winemakers and special offers.
Uncorked kicks off May 6 with a Wine Wonder Women tasting
showcasing some of the industry’s leading ladies.
Two additional virtual events include Robinson and her husband
with Napa Valley chefs prepping some of their favorite meals and
pairing them with wine.
Registration for the club is now open, so get ready to raise a glass
and connect with other wine-loving women. Bonus: Wine club members can access replays of live events, too. —Natalie Hall
To register, visit AndreaWine.com.
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MAKING CHANGE

Diversifying More
Than Portfolios

minutes, during which time you
will religiously adhere to the concept of Only Handle It Once.

4 Begin at the top of your

PRO TIPS

If you’ve ever watched a child enter a cold body of
water, it’s a very predictable scenario. First, the toes
touch the water, then the calves and the knees begrudgingly submerge. When the water reaches the
tummy, the child’s entire torso stretches upward.
Then, at last, there is surrender, and that kid is having the best time.
For those of us who aren’t naturally disciplined or
are wired to resist structure, some business-improvement techniques are, at first, just as unwelcome as
that cold water. Upon receiving instructions that
rein us in, we dip our first toe in and our entire being
screams to go in the opposite direction.
This resistance hit me when I was first taught the
classic time-management rule called OHIO: Only
Handle It Once. This logical mantra says that everything you handle at work—every piece of paper, every
email, every bill and every task—is best dealt with
only once, ideally the first time you encounter it.

3 Set a timer for 15, 20 or 30

How RBC Wealth Management is ushering in a more inclusive future.
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%

Increase in employees who
joined Employee Resource
Groups at RBC Wealth
Management-U.S. in 2020

Near the George
Floyd memorial site
in Minneapolis

The killing of George Floyd in
Minneapolis in May 2020 was
a wake-up call for many. For
companies like RBC Wealth
Management-U.S., it was a
call to even greater action.
Though attracting and
supporting a diverse workforce isn’t a new focus for
RBC Wealth Management
(whose U.S. headquarters are
in Minneapolis), the firm is
expanding its efforts to meet a
changing world.
“A company is not going
to grow—not the way it
should—if we don’t leverage the richness of diversity,”
says Wanda Brackins, head of
Global Diversity at RBC.
Over the past year there’s
been much broader recognition of the racial inequities that exist. In response,
RBC has worked to develop
partnerships with historically

A COMPANY IS NOT
GOING TO GROW—NOT THE
WAY IT SHOULD—IF WE DON’T
LEVERAGE THE RICHNESS
OF DIVERSITY.”
— WANDA

BRACKINS

Black colleges and universities
and bolstered long-running
efforts, like the Ignite and
Diverse Perspectives Mentorship
programs, to develop and equip
diverse leaders.
As part of a push to support
diversity beyond its corporate
community, RBC set goals to
expand supplier diversity and
contribute $100 million over

RBC Wealth Management, a division of RBC Capital Markets, LLC, Member NYSE/FINRA/SIPC.

Wanda Brackins
is head of Global
Diversity at RBC
Wealth Management-U.S.

five years to support business
loans for Black entrepreneurs.
Beyond business efforts, the
year has also seen a spike in candid conversation, which RBC is
fostering with the launch of Real
Chats. What began as listening
forums in response to employee
distress, evolved into intentional
dialogue between leaders in the
form of virtual panels.
The Real Chats series highlights diverse perspectives,
from Black and other people of
color to women to people with
disabilities, LGBTQ, veterans,
and more. Discussions allow employees to share challenges and
experiences professionally and
personally, connecting them with
their colleagues and helping RBC
leaders understand how to better
support diverse teammates.
“We try to encourage people—even those who are [just]
listening—not to be afraid to engage in conversation,” Brackins
says. “And if there’s something
that you don’t understand about
someone, ask.”
She recognizes, though, that
those questions can be uncomfortable. “Because a lot of
times, people are afraid that they
might say something that might
be offensive when they don’t
mean to be,” Brackins says. For
these moments, she introduced a
diversity and inclusion terminology guide that answers FAQs on
inclusive language.
Understanding is essential
because the population is rapidly trending toward becoming
increasingly diverse, Brackins
notes. Today, more than half of
children under 18 in the U.S.
are multiracial, and this will
only increase in the future.
“What your client base looks
like today might not be the same
in 10 years,” she says. “Making an effort to understand and
embrace diversity and inclusion
is only going to make us better
as a population.” —NH
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Food for Thought

I’m Not OK, and That’s OK

WOMEN HAVE BEEN STRETCHED ESPECIALLY THIN BY THIS PANDEMIC, AND IT’S TIME

ENCOURAGING OPEN DIALOGUE ABOUT MENTAL HEALTH IN THE (REMOTE) WORKPLACE.

TO REFRAME OUR EXPERIENCE. HERE ARE THREE TIPS FOR QUIETING THE NOISE

BY SHAREEN LUZE

AND NOURISHING A HEALTHY MIND. BY RICKA KOHNSTAMM

W

1
Cut the sugar, increase
omega-3 and eat curry.
Studies indicate that dietary
sugar impairs neural plasticity.
Resilience requires plasticity and
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(exhale longer than inhale),
sitting quietly and focusing your
attention on three sounds, or
engaging in a short body scan.

3
Consciously take control.

increased neural connection, so consciously
decreasing added
dietary sugar is
slow medicine
that matters.
Fatty fish, on the
other hand, has
been shown to
add to cognitive
function. Turmeric
is easy to add to eggs,
popcorn, and curry and has been
shown to reduce neurodegeneration. Food is medicine. Memorize that, please.

2
Commit to a
mindfulness practice.
Give your mind a vacation by
allowing the thought cycling to
slow down, lighten, slip away.
A mindfulness practice might
include sitting on a cushion, but
there are many other ways—
hand-on-belly-three-breaths

Anxious about things you can’t
control? Consciously shift your
mind to focus on three things
you can control, and exercise
the muscles to stay with those
thoughts rather than reverting
back to habit.
Feeling overwhelmed with
tasks? Identify three times during the day when you “own”
your time—and get creative.
Close the bathroom door, get
up 10 minutes earlier, take six
breaths as you fill your coffee
cup. And then notice that as the
habit builds, you become more
aware of expanded options.
What we feed our minds is a
choice. Not an easy choice, but
a healthy one that gets easier
as it becomes habit. Actions,
aligned with values, support
optimal health.

Ricka Kohnstamm is
a nationally boardcertified integrative
health and wellness
coach in private
practice as Align Whole Health
Coaching. She works with individuals
and organizations to reduce chronic
stress through increased awareness,
emotional agility and tangible
leadership skill building. In conjunction
with RBC, Ricka has presented “The Tie
Between Health and Wealth” to groups
of financially literate executive women.
alignwholehealth.com
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e have considerable
choice over what we feed
our minds, even when being stretched thin by stressful
events. As professional women,
we commit to the hard job of
managing work alongside family, but COVID has introduced
a new kind of challenge. You
may be leading online meetings while shushing the
children demanding
your attention through
the door. Or you
may be worrying that
your aging parents’
caregivers are inadvertently exposing them to
COVID-19. Or maybe
you are deeply missing
the hugs from those young
adult children who can’t travel
home. Functioning in a world
like this, unsure of where we’re
supposed to step next, can
feel all-consuming and fill our
minds with noisy confusion.
In fact, what we feed our
minds, literally and figuratively,
can allow us to self-soothe
and quiet that noise down to a
manageable level. It is one of
the most powerful things each
of us can do, on a daily basis, to
reframe our experience.
Here are some easy tips to
nourish a healthy mind this
week:

ver the past year, I’ve
had countless colleagues
confess to me that they’re
struggling. They’re struggling
with the stress of stepping into
the role of teacher at home.
They’re struggling with the
uncertainty of COVID-19. But
mostly, they’re struggling with
the monotony and isolation of
working remotely.
You know what I tell them?
That it’s OK. This environment that we’re living in today
is not normal, and none of us
have any truly relevant past
experiences we can draw on to
navigate this.
Still, admitting that something isn’t quite right—even
to yourself and even in these
unusual times—is difficult. I
know because I’ve been there.
Not many people in my
professional circle know
it, but I have anxiety. It’s
something I’ve lived with for
most of my life but for a long
time didn’t realize I had. I just
thought that constant feeling
of panic and the inability
to sleep at night because of
everything running around in
my brain was normal. I didn’t
know that healthy people
didn’t live that way!
In fact, I pretended I had
everything together. Even
after the birth of my first son,
my house was spotless, my
child was Gerber Baby material, and I was perfectly coiffed
and ready for prime time
every single day. It wasn’t
until I stopped sleeping and
lost 30 pounds in two weeks
that I realized something was

wrong. Even then, I didn’t
want to admit it, not even to
my husband.
But things got so bad one
day—today, I lovingly refer to
it as “the day I lost my stuff”
(of course I’ve edited the real
word I use)—that I had no
choice but to call my doctor
and confess something was off.
She promptly sent me to the
psychiatric emergency room,
where I received my diagnosis:
severe postpartum anxiety.
Along with that diagnosis, I
got a prescription for antianxiety medication, and with
it, a sudden rush of shame.
Sadly, there’s a stigma
attached to mental health diagnoses. When we talk about
mental health, a lot of people
immediately think of really

RBC’S

MENTAL HEALTH RESOURCES

j

 mployeeCare:
E
Confidential, 24/7 support for urgent or
complex life situations, such as divorce,
legal concerns, child/elder care and more

j

 earn to Live:
L
Online cognitive behavioral therapy

j

 ifeSpeak on Demand:
L
Mental health education

j
j

Medical Coverage for mental health care

j

 BC Living Well:
R
Physical and mental health support
 ive, Learn and Lead Together:
L
A collaborative online hub

severe forms of mental illness,
like schizophrenia or bipolar
disorder, that have been overdramatized by Hollywood.
What most of us are encountering on a daily basis—general anxiety disorder and mild
depression—is less severe than
what Hollywood portrays, but
still serious.
We have to be able to talk
about mental health without
fear of shame, particularly in
this environment. That’s why,
despite my inclination to keep
my own battle with anxiety
private, I’m opening up more
and talking about it, particularly with colleagues.
For my part, I’m trying to
share the many examples of
my “humanness,”whether it’s
accidently hitting Reply All
with a quick-witted comment intended for one person,
wearing two different-colored
shoes to the office, or just that
I don’t have it all together and
am pretending and hope no
one notices.
I think right now more than
ever, companies and leaders
have an incredible opportunity
to show employees just how
much they care by creating
forums and resources to address those feelings rather than
ignore them and leave people
to fend for themselves.
A version of this article was originally
published in MarketWatch.

Shareen Luze is head
of Human Resources
at RBC Wealth
Management-U.S.
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W
WILL WOMEN
LEAD THE CHARGE IN

RESPONSIBLE
INVESTING?

hen Catherine Chen was an investment
banker 20 years ago, she recalls thinking, “All I’m doing is sitting here making
rich companies richer. There’s got to be
more to life than this.”
Chen wanted to deploy her talents and business
acumen toward work that filled her soul and allowed
her to make a positive impact on the world. So she
launched a career as a financial advisor focused on
driving environmental and social impact through the
capital markets. “Investments are just another aspect of
how we reflect ourselves,” says Chen, a financial advisor with RBC Wealth Management in San Francisco.
“We buy certain products because of our values. We
vote because of our values. Why shouldn’t we invest
our savings—our number one financial asset—based on
our values?”
The events of the last year—from the pandemic to the
movement for racial justice to extreme weather events—
compelled more clients to ask tough questions about the
environmental, social and governance (ESG) practices of
the companies where they invest their assets. For female
advisors at RBC who have focused on ESG investing as
a core piece of their business, these conversations are
the foundation of strong relationships they’ve built with
clients, as it helps put their beliefs into practice.
The topic is now top of mind for most corporate
leaders, too. Prior to the pandemic, some in the industry
dismissed the embrace of ESG as a marketing gimmick.
But investments in mutual funds focused on sustainability have increased, and investors have increasingly
moved toward companies operating with an eye on
climate change. Earlier this year, Laurence D. Fink, head

Meet three female financial advisors
who are betting on ESG.
BY JENNY PRICE + ILLUSTRATION BY STEPHANIE DALTON COWAN

“Anyone can focus on
quarterly results. To be
successful, we’ve got to look
for other trends that lie
behind the numbers.”
—CATHERINE CHEN

of BlackRock, the world’s largest investment manager,
called on companies to detail how their business model
will be compatible with limiting global warming and
eliminating net greenhouse gas emissions by 2050.
“I’m so passionate about it because this is, in my view,
the only way to invest,” says Chen, whose business is
100 percent focused on ESG and impact investing. “I believe that the financial markets have an ability to effect
change a lot more quickly than legal or policy avenues.”

WOMEN FUEL INTEREST IN ESG
Responsible investing is growing rapidly in the U.S.,
from $12 trillion at the start of 2018 to $17.1 trillion at
the start of 2020, a 42 percent increase, according to a
report from the Forum for Sustainable and Responsible
Investment. That means $1 of every $3 of U.S. assets
under professional management is invested in ESG.
In 2019, RBC launched three model portfolios
focused on ESG investing that immediately
drew great interest from women advisors.
Nearly one-third of the advisors with client
assets in those three ESG portfolios are
women, and as of February, 55 percent of
the clients invested in them are women.
There was a “groundswell” of interest
in ESG over the last year, says Kent McClanahan, vice president of Responsible Investing
Kent
at RBC Wealth Management-U.S. in Minneapolis.
McClanahan
The firm had already been building up expertise on
responsible investing when it saw some early interest
among clients, he says, and that focus also aligned with
RBC’s own philosophies on diversity and environmental
impact. “Our purpose is to help communities thrive and
clients prosper,” he says. “So it fits right in all of those
pieces that we as a firm believe in.”
Until more recently, the S in ESG—which stands for
social—was an afterthought for some investors and
companies, McClanahan says. Concerns like climate
change, oil and plastics typically led most conversations
about responsible investing, but now there’s increased
interest in how companies treat employees and interact
with the communities around them. “Last year, we saw
a record amount of issuance of what are called social
bonds,” he says. Those are bonds corporations or
governments can issue to fund projects like affordable
housing or those with other social benefits.
Also, Nasdaq proposed new listing rules late last year
for companies on its exchange that would require them
to disclose information annually about the diversity of
their boards and have at least two diverse directors or
else provide an explanation why they do not.
Responsible investing is most popular among Millennials, followed by women, according to a 2021 Cerulli
Edge report. “Younger people get it intuitively, because
they understand everything is related and that investing
is not just ‘OK, we’re going to make a ton of money and
RBC Wealth Management | Spring 2021 11

PUTTING BELIEFS

forget about everything else,’” Chen says. “You can’t let
externalities fly off all the products and services that you
use, or there will be big problems down the road.”
Two-thirds of women believe they have more opportunity to tackle societal issues through impact investing, compared with 56 percent of men, according to a
study of high-net-worth women and men conducted
by The Economist Intelligence Unit, sponsored by RBC
Wealth Management.

MYTH BUSTING: ESG DOESN’T
MEAN LOSING RETURNS
Chen, who does the bulk of her business with nonprofits
and foundations, says that at first it was difficult to convince boards that an ESG-focused investment approach
was the way to go. She made economic arguments, but
still ran into responses like, “I’ve heard that you can
never make money being a tree hugger.”
So Chen explained then, as she does now, that her
arguments had nothing to do with hugging trees. “It’s
a way of putting things together, understanding what
you’re really owning and thinking about the longer-term
impact,” she says. “Anyone can focus on quarterly results. To be successful, we’ve got to look for other trends
that lie behind the numbers.”

“If we take a step back,
what separates a financial
advisor from a wealth manager
is having deep relationships
with your clients and knowing
what’s important to them.”
—ANN MARIE ETERGINO
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INTO PRACTICE

That includes looking at how companies treat their
employees—those that view them as assets have higher
returns on investment. “Happy employees stay,” Chen
says. “And when happy employees stay, they prevent the
company from going through constant turnover, which
is a very disruptive process in any company, which can
lead to a big drain on productivity and therefore a big
drain on the numbers.”
Patricia Baum, a financial advisor at RBC Wealth
Management in Annapolis, Maryland, remembers the
days when some people in her office would roll their
eyes when she asked visiting wholesalers about ESG investing. Most of them thought it solely meant renewable
energy. “It’s not about buying wind farms,” says Baum,
who has been with RBC since 1998. “It’s about finding
really great, fundamentally sound companies that look
at investment risk.”
Even clients who are interested in investing in their
values will come to those conversations with similar misconceptions and express concerns about higher costs and
sacrificing returns, she says. She takes that opportunity
to talk about the resilience of ESG investing, especially
during the downturns the markets saw at the start of the
pandemic last year.
Baum says extreme weather has forced companies
to examine the risks that climate change brings to their
business models, and clients are increasingly understanding the importance of evaluating that in investment
decisions. “Climate risk is investment risk,” she says. “If
companies are not looking out 10, 15, 20 years in terms
of their risk with regard to climate change, why would
you want to invest in them?”
Ann Marie Etergino, a financial advisor in Chevy
Chase, Maryland, who has been with RBC since 2001,
found a way to have a climate change conversation
with a client who explicitly said he wasn’t interested in
talking about the subject. When she asked if he was interested in investing in high-growth, profit-able companies, he said yes. That was her opportunity to point out
that “companies that don't consider the risks of climate
change can have enormous hits to their bottom line, and
that hurts their profitability.”
And for skeptical clients, advisors can point to any
number of studies that show you don’t have to give up
performance with ESG investing. “If you’re still saying
that you have to give up returns, you just aren’t paying
attention at this point,” McClanahan says.

The first step to educating clients about responsible
investing is to have genuine conversations. “We can get
technical and sophisticated. But when it’s time to make
a decision, it all comes down to values-based investing—
is the investment or strategy aligned with the client’s
personal goals and principles?” Etergino says. “If we
take a step back, what separates a financial advisor from
a wealth manager is having deep relationships with your
clients and knowing what’s important to them.”
And Etergino says it’s usually women who want to
have those conversations. Now that COVID-19 has
uncovered and reinforced inequities, with the impact
of the pandemic falling disproportionately on women,
these conversations can occur even more naturally. She
recommends that advisors acknowledge their own fears
and concerns about what’s happening in the world.
“To be able to have those conversations, you have to
be very authentic,” she says. “I think that’s the great
advantage that women advisors have.”
In doing so, they can better understand their clients’
priorities and align their investments with what is most
important to them, she says. This allows an advisor to
go beyond a client’s basic financial goals and retirement

THE ABCS
OF ESG
With companies and funds increasingly clamoring to
boost their virtues on socially responsible measures,
it has gotten harder to separate the contenders from the
pretenders, says Kent McClanahan, vice president
of Responsible Investing for RBC Wealth ManagementU.S. in Minneapolis.
RBC has built its capacity and knowledge in the ESG
space to help advisors understand which companies
meet the mark when it comes to socially responsible
practices, he says, and “identify investment managers
that are doing a good job of picking companies that we
think are actually authentic.” RBC’s ESG Select portfolio
of mutual funds and ETFs, launched in 2019, provides a
great first step into responsible investing, McClanahan
says. “Everything we hold within it has been vetted by
our managed research team,” he says.
But for financial advisors or investors getting started

“The power of capital markets
and the power of the assets can
make a bigger difference to the
world if we use those assets to
align with our values.”
—PATRICIA BAUM

planning to what they want their legacy to be.
“You’re not talking about portfolio performance or
why did this mutual fund outperform that bond; you’re
talking about those issues that are most important to
your clients that reflect their deepest values,” Etergino
says. “And once you start having those conversations,
you have clients for life.”
A recent survey of RBC Wealth Management-U.S. cli-

in this area, “it can be really difficult because the space
is so inundated with buzzwords,” he says. Here's a
quick guide:
Socially responsible investing (SRI): Screens companies or industries based on a client’s values. May include
removing things they don’t want in their investment
portfolios, such as tobacco, weapons or fossil fuels, or
including things they want, such as solar or wind.
Impact investing: Allows investors to see a direct connection to the positive changes their money has made,
such as bonds used to build affordable housing in the U.S.
or fund clean water projects in developing countries.
ESG (Environmental, Social, Governance) Integration:
Investments that focus on companies that do better than
their peers on measures of environmental, social and
governance issues. This could include companies that
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, treat employees fairly
and have diverse workforces and boards of directors.
// Find more ESG resources for you and your clients at
rbcwm.com/responsible-investing.
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ents found that women are almost twice as likely as men
to say it is important that the companies they invest in integrate ESG factors into their policies. It also found that
women are more likely to prioritize ESG impact when
considering what companies or funds to invest in, while
men are more likely to prioritize financial performance.
Baum got started 15 years ago when she began working with new clients—a husband and wife—and the
woman wanted to make sure their investments didn’t include fossil fuels, big banks or private prisons, a practice
called negative screening, which predated ESG investing. She attended conferences on the subject and did a
wealth of research to learn more about how to construct
portfolios that reflected her clients’ values. Baum also
took inspiration from her daughter, who works as an
investment strategist for a nonprofit firm that is a leader
in sustainable investment practices.
Baum now brings up ESG investing with every client.
“Climate is obviously near the top of a lot of people’s
lists, but it’s more than that,” she says. “You have to drill
down and find out what a client’s personal approach is.”
The process has evolved from negative screening, she

HOW TO
GET STARTED
You don’t need to be an expert to begin talking with
clients about responsible investing and building their
values into their portfolio, say female advisors who
are ESG veterans. “I think it’s not being afraid to say,
‘I'm on this journey with you, and we’re going to learn
together,’” says RBC Wealth Management advisor Ann
Marie Etergino. A few tips to get started:

Get Educated
RBC Wealth Management advisor Catherine Chen says
there are countless education opportunities available for
those new to ESG. She recommends joining the US SIF,
a nonprofit hub for the sustainable and impact investment sector that offers online resources and classes, as
well as an annual conference (ussif.org). She encourages
advisors to overcome any fears they may have about
shifting to ESG investing and focus on building on their
existing skills and education to benefit clients.

Build Relationships
RBC Wealth Management advisor Patricia Baum says
she wants to know what is important to her clients
outside of their finances, especially when meeting with
new clients. This allows you to ask the question: “Would
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says. Some clients care about racial equity and diversity,
employees being treated fairly or companies that are
engaged with their communities. Today, there is more
data available to help guide those decisions. “A lot of
these fund managers that are on our platform are actually
activists and are helping shape public policy,” Baum says.
She adds that RBC has a lot of resources available for
advisors who want to get started. “There’s so much more
product or strategy than we ever had before.”
Baum says 2020 dramatically changed demand with
the pandemic and events that sparked efforts to confront
systemic racism. “Companies and foundations really
reevaluated their purpose and are putting their beliefs
into practice,” she says. “So I think a lot of investors are
doubling down on their commitment.”
In the past, investors would focus on making money
and then using their wealth to make grants or philanthropic gifts later in life or after their death. “I really
think those days are over,” Baum says. “The power of
capital markets and the power of the assets can make a
bigger difference to the world if we use those assets to
align with our values.” ■

you like your investment choices to align with those
principles that you’ve just talked about?” Most respond
that no one has ever asked them that question before.

“Old Girls’
”
Club

WAFA CELEBRATES 30 YEARS OF
CONNECTIONS, GROWTH AND SUCCESS
FOR WOMEN AT RBC. BY JENNY PRICE

hen five women from Midwest brokerage firm Dain Bosworth
gathered three decades ago to launch one of the first female
financial advisor affinity groups in the country, they began to
compare notes and share war stories. There was no shortage of
conversation, and they stayed up talking until 1 a.m. every night.
With more than 300 members today—ranging from
newly minted financial advisors to branch directors to
top executives—WAFA continues to be guided by a collective spirit and a mission to increase the percentage of
women not just at RBC but in the wealth management
industry as a whole, where women still represent only
15 percent of the financial advisor force.
“You don’t feel like you’re on an island,” says Jeri
Larrinaga, a branch director in her second year as WAFA
president who has been with RBC
for 25 years. “You have this amazing organization of women, and all
you have to do is call them.”
Nowhere is that spirit and camaraderie on better display than at
WAFA’s annual conference, which
brings women from all across RBC
Wealth Management together in
a single location. Just as they did
back in 1991, connections and
conversations spark at the conference when female advisors step
away from the day-to-day of their
work lives.
Larrinaga attended the conference
Then and now: a 1996 conference (above) and
for
the first time in 2010 and recalls
attendees in Miami in 2019 (below).
how inspired she felt hearing from
other women about their experi-

Etergino says chances are you already know the issues
and causes your clients are most passionate about.
That’s where you start. For example, if you have a client who feels passionately about equal pay for women,
you can talk to them about investment strategies that
engage with companies on parity for women in management positions. Or if another client regularly gives
to the World Wildlife Fund, that’s an opportunity to talk
about how that organization works on climate change
in addition to saving animals.

It was 1991, and women made up just 6 percent
of the 650 brokers at the firm, which at the time had
offices spanning 16 states. Some shared stories of how
they sometimes felt like they were expected to put their
jobs ahead of their families, while others talked about
how isolating it was to be the only woman in the office.
With each new story shared, a sisterhood was built.
“When I walked into our first meeting, I said, ‘My
God, there are other women like me,’” Mary Daniels,
the group’s first president, said in a
1994 New York Times story about the
advent of the group and others like it
in the industry.

Bridge the Generation Gap

Outsiders No More

When working with multiple generations of a family, find
an opportunity to empower the next generation to speak
up about what they care about. Etergino says that the
deeper shared interest across the family often isn’t simply
money; it’s supporting positive change. “Once you have
those conversations with those kids, suddenly you’re not
the old stodgy advisor,” she says. “You’re the trusted
advisor that facilitated the conversation with the patriarch or matriarch that allowed him or her to hear what's
important to them.” ■

In the 30 years since its genesis at
Dain Bosworth, which would eventually become RBC Wealth Management, the Women’s Association
of Financial Advisors (WAFA) has
fueled careers, mentorships and
lifelong friendships. The group has
also helped break down some of
the barriers that have historically
stood in women’s way, enabling
them to reach their fullest potential
not only as financial advisors but
also as individuals.

Tap Client Passions

// Find more ESG resources for you and your clients at
rbcwm.com/responsible-investing.
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Kimmell has continued to use those opportunities at
WAFA conferences to encourage and empower women
to step into leadership roles. Since 2017, the number
of female branch and complex directors at RBC has
doubled. “This powerful group has helped groom a new
generation of female leaders within the organization,”
she says. “In fact, in 2021, RBC Wealth Management is

1995

“This organization
exists because a
small group of women,
separated by hundreds of miles and
huge distinctions in
culture, believed in the
importance of what we
can do when we get
together and listen to
one another.”

— JoLynn Free, senior vice
president and an early organizer of Women in Sales at
Rauscher
Pierce
Refsnes
16 Spring 2020
| RBC
Wealth
Management

2001 The Girls’ Guide to Power
and Success by Susan Wilson Solovic
highlights the annual AWB conference and notes that women who
attend show a consistent increase
in their production “because they
are shown how they can become a
top producer, even in an industry
steeped in male prejudices.” 2001
AWB becomes Women’s Association
of Financial Advisors (WAFA) when
RBC buys Dain Rauscher. 2003
Membership rules are updated to
specify women financial advisors
who are RBC employees are
eligible for WAFA membership.

2010

one or two women FAs in
many offices and no women
in management. 1992 The
media declares “The Year
of the Woman” after four
women are elected to the
Senate and a record 24 to
the House of Representatives. 1993 All female
brokers are invited to AWB’s
annual meeting in Las Vegas,
focused on networking and
production. 1993 Janet
Reno is the first woman
to be appointed U.S.
attorney general.

1996 AWB and Women in Sales hold their
first combined conference. 1996 Madeleine
Albright is nominated to be the first female secretary of state. 1998 Dain Rauscher is formed.
1999 Catalyst publishes Creating Women’s Networks: A How-To Guide for Women and Companies,, which highlights how AWB leaders promised
the CEO of Dain Rauscher that if the company
supported their efforts to establish mentoring
programs and career development
opportunities, they would be more productive.
Sales from members increased by 19.2%,
5% more than the rest of the firm.

2005

1991 Women at Dain Bosworth launch the Women’s
Advisory Council (WAC).
Women made up 6% of the
firm’s brokers, and none
were in leadership. 1992
WAC changes its name
to Association of Women
Brokers (AWB) and holds
its first meeting in April in
Minneapolis with the firm’s
female advisors in the top
50% of sales. 22 women
attend. 1992 Women in
Sales is formed at Rauscher
Pierce Refsnes, with only

2000

1991

How Far Have We Come?

2011 WAFA celebrates
its 20th anniversary.
2013 General
Motors names Mary
Barra as its first female
CEO and the first
female CEO of a major
automaker. 2014
Janet Yellen is confirmed by the Senate as
the first woman to lead
the Federal Reserve.

2005 WAFA bylaws
change to allow any licensed
female FA who has completed six months of production
to participate in the annual
conference. 2008 Ann E.
Dunwoody becomes the first
female four-star general in
the U.S. Army. 2009 Elinor
Ostrom is the first woman
to win the Nobel Prize in
Economics.

“You don’t
feel like you’re
on an island.
You have
this amazing
organization of
women, and all
you have to do
is call them.”
—Jeri Larrinaga,
branch director
and current WAFA
president

2020

Strength in Numbers

was a greater sense of togetherness and a renewed energy
to unite all female advisors across the firm.”
With the pandemic upending everything, including the
chance to gather together in person, Larrinaga says she
is focused on communicating and connecting with those
new delegates as WAFA president. That included a New
Year’s Zoom social that lasted two hours as each delegate
shared what was happening in their complex and how
they felt about it. “That’s what I want to do next year:
continue with more communication, more connectivity,
because that is what people are needing and asking for.”
Last year, WAFA’s first virtual conference, with the
theme “Inspire, Ignite and Engage,” drew 215 members
in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Through all of the challenges, WAFA’s mission and
impact prevail, says McGeehan, now a branch director in Princeton, New Jersey. “The connection that it
fostered for me and the relationships I developed are a
huge part of where I am right now,” she says. “There
are several women I’ve met through WAFA who have
impacted my life more than they will ever know.” ■

benefiting from more women leading our branches and
complexes than ever before.”
WAFA and its members are also a force behind policies and programs that help female financial advisors
advance and reach their fullest potential at the firm,
including increased maternity leave benefits for commission-based employees. And they have served as a sounding board for the company when implementing new
programs that particularly benefit women, including
Milk Stork (a service that ships breast milk for nursing
moms who have to travel) and paid caregiver leave.
Despite WAFA’s impact, there were still female advisors at RBC who weren’t aware of or didn’t participate
in its programming when Brooke McGeehan became
president in 2017. In 2018, she and the board spearheaded a program to appoint one WAFA delegate in
every RBC complex to serve as a local champion for the
group. The initiative engaged about two dozen women
for this new leadership role within WAFA.
“Our reach and connectivity started to expand to every
female advisor in every branch,” McGeehan says. “There

2015

“I just took the mic, and I said, ‘If you’re interested at
any point in time in a role as a branch director, just say
something to me or say something to your manager—at
least raise your hand,’” Kimmell says.
About six months later, Larrinaga was attending a regional meeting where a new branch director approached
her to say that conference sparked her decision to pursue the role. “It was because of my story that she raised
her hand,” Larrinaga says.

IMAGES: SHUTTERSTOCK: MARK REINSTEIN (ALBRIGHT, RENO); ARCHNA NAUTIYAL (HARRIS), DOTTED YETI (ASTRONAUT), MATEJ KASTELIC (WALL STREET), ERIKA CROSS (SIGN), SAHAS2015 (CAPITOL), KEITH MCINTYRE (ARMY)

ences. “I think that was the beginning of understanding
that you weren’t isolated, that you were part of a greater
group,” she says. Following that first conference, Larrinaga connected with a senior advisor for a yearlong
mentorship, and the pair spoke monthly.
WAFA offers those opportunities to its members
to foster connections and support beyond the annual conference with the goal of helping participants
improve long-term success. In fact, for Larrinaga, the
conference’s ripple effect continued years later when she
appeared on a panel at a WAFA conference alongside
other branch directors and spoke about her experiences coming up through the ranks at RBC. Toward the
end of that session, Kristen Kimmell, head of Advisor Recruiting and Field Marketing for RBC Wealth
Management-U.S., urged women attending the panel to
consider starting on a path to leadership as Larrinaga
and others had.

2017 Peggy Whitson
breaks the record for
most total days spent
in space by any NASA
astronaut. 2018 A study
by the Warwick Business
School concludes
that women investors
outperform men by 1.8%.

2020 First virtual WAFA conference,
“Inspire, Ignite and
Engage,” draws 215
members in the midst of
the COVID-19 pandemic.
2021 Kamala Harris is sworn in as the
first woman and first
woman of color vice
president of the United
States. 2021 Women’s
representation on
RBC’s board of directors reaches 47 percent,
and the company wins
a Catalyst Award for its
efforts to accelerate
progress for women and
elevate inclusion within
the organization, including the role its Employee Resource Groups like
WAFA play in grassroots
workplace inclusion
efforts. TODAY WAFA
is 367 members and
growing, and women
make up 15 percent of
the industry’s financial
advisors.
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How the Pandemic
Changed My Career Trajectory
in a Very Surprising Way
BY KIRSTIN TURNER

W

hen the pandemic hit
last March, nearly all
employees of RBC Wealth
Management-U.S. were asked
to work remotely. That meant
no visiting the office, no inperson client meetings and, for
people like me, no travel.
As the firm’s South Atlantic
Complex director responsible
for building our business, travel
was a huge part of my job and,
to a large extent, my identity.
I’d been on the road for nearly
16 years, and all of a sudden
that very familiar piece of my
daily life was gone.
Admittedly, I was a mess for
the first couple of weeks (OK,
maybe months). I didn’t know
what to do with myself. My
family didn’t know what to do
with me, either. My 16-yearold daughter was like, “Mom,
you’re around an awful lot.”
Is that a good thing or bad
thing? I wondered.
Little by little, I found a new
groove. My husband and two
daughters, 16 and 10, and I
started eating dinner together almost every night. At first it was
foreign and awkward, but soon
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it was the best part of our days.
Eventually, I realized I could
enjoy a life not on the road.
Just as I was trying to figure
out what that sort of life would
look like, an opportunity that I
might not have even considered
before landed in my lap.
One of my FAs, who also
happens to be my husband
Telby’s business partner, asked
me to lunch over the winter
holidays. George, who has been
in this business for almost 40
years, told me that he wanted
to retire. It was sooner than he
anticipated, but 2020 changed
his timeline. He’d lost his
father after a long illness, lost
a few of his friends and got a

SOMETIMES LEADERSHIP ISN’T
KNOWING WHEN TO STEP UP—
IT’S KNOWING WHEN TO STEP
DOWN OR STEP INTO SOMETHING
COMPLETELY DIFFERENT.”
bad case of COVID himself.
All of a sudden, the prospect
of working until 70 didn’t appeal to him. George wanted to
know what Telby and I thought
about going in together to buy
his book of business.
Telby and I had talked about
going into business together
at some point, but I thought it
would be further into the fu-

ture. My job as complex director was all-encompassing, and
I loved it. I thought I had quite
a bit of runway yet. It wasn’t
until another opportunity was
laid out in front of me—in
the middle of a pandemic that
turned the working world on
its head—that I started to think
about what I really wanted and
where I wanted to go next.
So I started to weigh the pros
and cons.
This proposal meant I would
leave my role as a senior manager—a position I’d worked so
hard to obtain and helped so
many other women achieve, as
well. How would those women
view my decision to step down?
But it also put me back in
front of clients, which is why
I got into this business in the
first place. It would allow me
to be entrepreneurial and build
a business again. It would take
me off the road and put me
back in the community where I
lived. It would give me a brandnew challenge, and I loved the
idea of a new challenge.
So I said yes.
I know my decision left many
people scratching their heads.
All I can say to them is sometimes leadership isn’t knowing
when to step up—it’s knowing
when to step down or step into
something completely different.
Kirstin Turner will remain director of
RBC’s South Atlantic Complex—one
of the firm’s largest markets—until
November. She brings 20+ years of
experience as a successful financial
advisor and branch director to her role.

Female FAs Take Home
Coveted Awards
BARRON’S

Gabrielle Clemens, Boston, MA

FORBES

TOP 1,200
FINANCIAL ADVISORS

Hilary Doherty, Kirkland, WA
Ann Marie Etergino, Chevy Chase, MD

BEST-IN-STATE
WEALTH ADVISORS

Patricia Baum, Annapolis, MD

Tammy Higgins, Edina, MN

Patricia Baum, Annapolis, MD

Ann Marie Etergino, Chevy Chase, MD

Susan Hovanec, Washington, D.C.

Shea Boulware-Creed, Peoria, AZ

Maureen Kerrigan, Providence, RI

Catherine Chen, San Francisco, CA

Kelly Kilkenny Hale, Portland, OR

Gabrielle Clemens, Boston, MA

Heather Krause, Seattle, WA

Hilary Doherty, Kirkland, WA

Tania Kvakic, Phoenix, AZ

Ann Marie Etergino, Chevy Chase, MD

Jackie Larson, Minnetonka, MN

Tammy Higgins, Edina, MN

Barbara Letvinchuk, Nashua, NH

Susan Hovanec, Washington, D.C.

Brooke McGeehan, Princeton, NJ

Kelly Kilkenny Hale, Portland, OR

Marilyn Neckes, Palm Beach Gardens, FL

Heather Krause, Seattle, WA

FORBES

Beth Norman, Madison, WI

Tania Kvakic, Phoenix, AZ

TOP WOMEN
WEALTH ADVISORS

Beth Rosenwald, Baltimore, MD

Jackie Larson, Minnetonka, MN

Diane Schaefer, Washington, D.C.

Barbara Letvinchuk, Nashua, NH

Patricia Baum, Annapolis, MD

Deborah Sullivan, Canonsburg, PA

Brooke McGeehan, Princeton, NJ

Shea Boulware-Creed, Peoria, AZ

Holli Terry, Frisco, TX

Beth Norman, Madison, WI

FINANCIAL PLANNING’S

TOP 40 REGIONAL ADVISORS
UNDER 40
Hilary Doherty, Kirkland, WA
Tania Kvakic, Phoenix, AZ

Catherine Chen, San Francisco, CA

Beth Rosenwald, Baltimore, MD

The Barron’s “Top 1,200 Financial Advisors” award is based on the following criteria: The individual is credentialed as a FINRA registered representative, assets under management,
revenue produced for the firm, regulatory and compliance record. The financial advisor does not pay a fee to be considered for or to receive this award. This award does not evaluate
the quality of services provided to clients. This is not indicative of this financial advisor’s future performance. Forbes Top Women Wealth Advisors Source: Forbes.com (March, 2021).
America’s Top Women Advisors ranking was developed by SHOOK Research and is based on in-person and telephone due diligence meetings to evaluate each advisor qualitatively, a
major component of a ranking algorithm that includes: client retention, industry experience, review of compliance records, firm nominations; and quantitative criteria, including: assets under management and revenue generated for their firms. Investment performance is not a criterion because client objectives and risk tolerances vary, and advisors rarely have
audited performance reports. Rankings are based on the opinions of SHOOK Research, LLC and not indicative of future performance or representative of any one client’s experience.
The financial advisor does not pay a fee to be considered for or to receive this award. This award does not evaluate the quality of services provided to clients. This is not indicative of this
financial advisor’s future performance. For more information: www.SHOOKresearch.com. Financial Planning magazine’s “Top 40 Under 40” and “Top 40 Regional Advisors Under
40” awards Financial Planning annually ranks the industry’s top producers under 40. Nominations were received from advisors and managers and ranked according to production
totals. This award does not evaluate the quality of financial planning services provided to clients and is not indicative of the advisor’s future performance. The financial advisor does not
pay a fee to be considered for or to receive this award. Forbes/Shook Best-in-State Source: Forbes.com (February 2021). Forbes Best-in-State Wealth Advisors ranking was developed
by SHOOK Research and is based on in-person and telephone due diligence meetings to evaluate each advisor qualitatively, a major component of a ranking algorithm that includes:
client retention, industry experience, review of compliance records, firm nominations; and quantitative criteria, including: assets under management and revenue generated for their
firms. Investment performance is not a criterion because client objectives and risk tolerances vary, and advisors rarely have audited performance reports. Rankings are based on the
opinions of SHOOK Research, LLC and not indicative of future performance or representative of any one client’s experience. Neither Forbes nor SHOOK Research receive compensation
in exchange for placement on the ranking. The financial advisor does not pay a fee to be considered for or to receive this award. This award does not evaluate the quality of services
provided to clients. This is not indicative of this financial advisor’s future performance. For more information: www.SHOOKresearch.com.
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Align with a company
that shares your values
Forward-looking, innovative and driven by integrity. RBC Wealth Management’s
commitment to inclusivity creates opportunities that empower women to grow
and achieve their goals, and is the heart of everything we do for our employees,
as well as our communities.
To learn more about how you can align with
RBC Wealth Management, click on “About us”
at www.rbcwealthmanagement.com.
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